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	Making money in RuneScape is challenging, but vitally important if you want to get

	the best equipment for your character. Whether you're interested in Player vs Player

	combat, high level dungeons, or just role-playing in cool clothes, you need money to

	achieve your goals.





	RuneScape Gold Strategy Guide is the unofficial guide to legitimately making millions

	in the RuneScape MMORPG. Once you have learned the skills and techniques in the

	book, you will be equipped to level up faster, earn quicker, and enjoy the game more.

	Learn where to find the best places to train your skills, what items to buy and when,

	and how to avoid scammers taking all your money! The book covers gold-earning

	topics such as gathering, crafting and trading in depth.

	Making money in Runescape is challenging, but vitally important if you want to get the best equipment for your character. Whether you're interested in Player vs Player combat, high level dungeons, or just role-playing in cool clothes, you need money to achieve your goals.


	"Runescape Gold Strategy Guide" is the unofficial guide to legitimately making millions in the RuneScape MMORPG. Once you have learned the skills and techniques in the book you will be equipped to level up faster, earn quicker, and enjoy the game more. Learn where to find the best places to train your skills, what items to buy and when, and how to avoid scammers taking all your money! The book covers gold earning topics such as gathering, crafting and trading in depth.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Making the most out of dungeons
	
		Account security, safe trading, and avoiding scammers
	
		Installing the standalone client for better performance
	
		Picking a good spot / server to increase earning potential
	
		Maxing your skills fast to make earning easier
	
		Finding and selling items that are in demand



	Approach


	A practical and concise tutorial leading the player to understand how to get the most out of their in game time. Packt Gold Strategy Guides are a workout, not a walkthrough!


	Who this book is written for


	Newcomers or experienced players of the Runescape online game. Both free and pay-for members will benefit from the book.
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Design Patterns in Modern C++: Reusable Approaches for Object-Oriented Software DesignApress, 2018

	
		Apply modern C++17 to the implementations of classic design patterns. As well as covering traditional design patterns, this book fleshes out new patterns and approaches that will be useful to C++ developers. The author presents concepts as a fun investigation of how problems can be solved in different ways, along the way using varying...
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ADO.NET Programming in Visual Basic .NET, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2002
With ADO.NET, you can build database-enabled applications and  Web services with more speed, flexibility, and power than ever before. ADO.NET Programming in Visual Basic .NET teaches you  all you'll need to know to make the most of ADO.NET - whether you're an  experienced Visual Basic database...
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Forensic Analytics: Methods and Techniques for Forensic Accounting InvestigationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Discover how to detect fraud, biases, or errors in your data using Access or Excel


	With over 300 images, Forensic Analytics reviews and shows how twenty substantive and rigorous tests can be used to detect fraud, errors, estimates, or biases in your data. For each test, the original data is shown with the steps needed to get to the...
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Security of e-Systems and Computer NetworksCambridge University Press, 2007
E-based systems are ubiquitous in the modern world with applications spanning e-commerce, WLANs, health care and government organisations. The secure transfer of information has therefore become a critical area of research, development, and investment. This book presents the fundamental concepts and tools of e-based security and its range of...
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Glass Construction ManualBirkhauser, 1999
Visually rich A-to-Z...with the clarity, lightness, and elegance of glass, the book takes on a complex topic. -- Architectural Record, April 2000   

       The distinguishing feature of the construction manuals from Edition Detail and the internationally renowned journal Detail is the exceptional quality of the information...
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The Star Profile: A Management Tool to Unleash Employee PotentialNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008

	No more long, arduously-written job descrptions detailing every what, where, and how. In The Star Profile, Jathan Janove demonstrates through dozens of real-life stories and examples how to cut to the chase—in 100 words or less. This proven management tool can unleash the full potential of employees at every level by creating mutually...
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